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1. Introduction
Deterministic optics manufacturing, notably single point diamond turning (SPDT) has
matured such that the current generation of machmes’ is capable of producing refrirctive and
reflective optics for the visible wavelength region that are quite acceptable for many
applications.’ However, spiral tool marks are still produced that result in unwanted
diff’ractive scattering from graung-like features having a spatial frequency determined by the
machine feed, tool radius, and other lnfiuences such as vibration and material removal
effects. Such regular artifacts are the characteristic of deterministic manufacturing methods
such as SPDT.
We present some initial findings suggesting that fractal, or nondeterministic surfaces can
be produced by SPDT through sol-gel replication. The key is the large isotropic shrinkage
that occurs through monolithic sol-gel replication (a factor of 2.5) that results in all
features, including tooling marks. being reduced by that amount. The large shrinkage itself
would be a laudableenough feature of the replication process. However. -7y an as-yet-not
understood manner. the replication process itself seems to alter the roughness character of
the replicated surface such that it appears to be fractal when analyzed using contact
proriiometry and the power spectrum approach.

2. Outline of the Replication Process
The replication method used in this approach is a three step m e t h ~ d . ~First, the desired
optical surface is fabricated using SPDT in a stainless steel mold pin coated with 0.0050.007 inches of electroless nickel. The mold pin is then used as a master to injection mold
many negative copies of the active surface.
The sol-gel optics are made by casting using the polycarbonate molds injection molded
from the SPDT master. The large amount of isotropic shrinkage requires that the desired
design be scaled up by a factor of 2.5. An example of the surface roughness from a sol-gel
lens and polycarbonate mold is shown in Figure 1 and Figure 2. respectively, which are
both plotted to the same scale. The diamond turning marks are clearly visible in Figure 2.
and have a period of approximately 2.5 p.
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DISCLAIMER
This report was prepared as an account of work sponsored by an agency of the United States
Government. Neither the United States Government nor any agency thereof, nor any of their
employees, makes any warranty, express or implied, or assumes any legal liability or responsibility for the accuracy, completeness, or usefulness of any information, apparatus, product, or
process disclosed, or represents that its use would not infringe privately owned rights. Reference herein to any specific commercial product, process, or service by trade name, trademark,
manufacturer, or otherwise does not necessarily constitute or imply its endorsement, recommendation, or favoring by the United States Government or any agency thereof. The views
and opinions of authors expressed herein do not necessarily state or reflect those of the
United States Government or any agency thereof.
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3. Surface Roughness and Fractal Measure
The surface roughness data was obtained with a contact profilometer having a submicron
tip and using no filters. Residual tiit and second order curvature were removed prior to
displaying the data to further highlight the mformation in the spatial frequencies of interest.
Commercial scient& computational software4 was used to calculate surface roughness
parameters by computing the power spectrum and RMS roughness of the surface profiles.
The lens data shown here was produced by profiles spanning 50 pm, and the
polycarbonate mold traces covered 150 urn. Both data sets consisted of 3000 samples.
Figure 3 shows the power versus spatial frequency (pi')
for the cast sol-gel lens, and
Figure 4 depicts the power spectrum for the mold, revealing the fundamental for the
diamond turning grooves at 0.32 pm".
Fractal objects have non-integer dimension, and cannot be described using Euclidean
geometry. Examples of fractal shapes are snowflakes, coastlines, trees, leaves and blood
vessels. to name a few. Fractai objects look the same at all scales, an attribute called selfsimrlarity. A part of a self-sirmlar shape is geometrically similar to the whole? This seifsirmiarity allows us to probe surfaces using "rulers" of different lengths to d e r properties
that span many orders of magnitude in scale using a single figure of merit: the h t a i
dimension D.6
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Figure 3. Power spectrum ot magnitude versus
spaual frequency (pm for the sol-pel lens.
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Figure 4. Power specmm for h e polycarbonate
mold. The spatial tiequency corresponding to the
diamond turning marks is visible near 0.32 p".
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Figure 5. Log-log plot of power versus spatiai Figure 6. Log-log plot of power versus spatial
fresuency for the sol-gei lens. The slope of the frequency for the polycarbonate mold The slope of
the line shown here is -0.73.
line is -1.30.

The relationship between the power spectrum of a profde and its fractal dimension was fmt
shown by Berry and Lewis.' In h s method, a line is fitted to a log-log plot of power
versus spatial frequency. The slope found is related to the &tal dimension D using the
expression:

L) = ( 5 - P )
2

where p is the magnitude of the slope of the curve describing the behavior of power
specuum. Furthermore, Pfeifer6proves that for fractal surfaces, 1cpc3. In Figure 5 and
Figure 6, the log-log plot of the power spectrum versus spatial frequency is shown for the
sol-gel lens and polycarbonate mold. In each case, a line was fitted to the log-log plot for
spatial frequency components with indices 2 through 64,since these components include
the spatial frequencies of interest. For the lens, these range from spatial frequencies 0.04
pm-' through 1.28 pi' (spatial wavelength 25 pm through 0.78 pm). In the mold, the
spatial frequencies range from 0.013 pm-'through 0.43 pi' (spatial wavelength 75 pm
through 2.34 pm). The results summarizing the slope found from the log-log power
spectrum plot, fractal dimension. and RMS surface roughness are summanzed
. in Table I
for the sol-gel lens and polycarbonate moid for three sample sets.
For the samples measured for this paper. the sol-gel replicated lenses have the roughness
characteristics of a fractal surface. whereas the polycarbonate master molds distinctly reveal
their deterministic origin through the measure of the slope of the line fitted to the log-log
plot of the power spectrum.
Element
Sol-Gel Lens
Polycarbonate Mold

B
-1.76 IO.09
-0.77 ? 0.08

D
1.87 k 0.05

-

RMS

1.83 nm f 0.12 nm
4.48nm k 0.32 nm

Table I. Summary of slope or line fitted to the iog-log power spectrum. fractal dimension and RMS
surface roughness for the cast sol-gei lens and the polycarbonate moid.
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4. Conclusion
We have presented p r e h a r y findings that suggest it is possible to produce nondeterministic surfaces through a deterministic mold fabrication process coupled with
monoiithx sol-gel casting of the final optical element. One would expect the large isotropic
shnnkage present in monoiittuc soi-gel replication (a factor of 2.5) would reduce the effect
of diamond tooling marks, but isotropic shnnkage done cannot account fully for the
change in the character of the surface from deterministic (non-fractal) to fractal. Although
more research is needed to fully understand the nature of the transformation, the result
holds great promise for producing sllica aspheric optics that perform in the visible regime
and are manufactured using diamond turned molds. At present, the replication technique
has an accuracy of 2-3 waves, which suffices for some nondemanding applications. The
replication path can also be viewed as near-net shaping’ for final figunng by techniques
such as ion mdlhg, since the cast optics are comfortably within the capture range and might
be spared a post-polishing step prior to rmlling.
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